A Long-Awaited Homecoming and Celebration of Michigan!

Wolverine Dermatology

Dr. Freeland’s Return to
Civilian Life
Dr. Ryan Freeland and Kristen Tungate
are brother and sister. They were raised
in Michigan and consider this area their home. However, in
his second year of medical school, Dr. Freeland decided to join
the Air Force and loved it. He traveled to many countries and
was deployed 10 times throughout his career. While proud
to serve his country, a few years ago Dr. Freeland began to
consider separating from the military and joining civilian life.

When sister, Kristen, learned of this, she
sprang into action.
“I had worked at two other dermatology
offices in my career and knew the business side of running a
medical practice. Knowing that
Ryan could go anywhere once he
separated with the military, I took
the opportunity to sell my idea of
opening a practice together.””
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Following the Michigan theme, the rock wall frames the reception desk, inspired by
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore in the Upper Peninsula.
I put together a robust
business plan and gave
Ryan a compelling
presentation with
introductions that same
day to critical vendors
Dr. Ryan Freeland
we could partner
with to make our business successful. A year and a half later,
Wolverine Dermatology opened its doors in Wyoming.”
Kristen Tungate, Practice Manager
Kristen leveraged Ryan’s love of the University of Michigan
to influence his decision. She pitched the name “Wolverine
Dermatology,” and color palette of maize and blue, speaking to
his passion for the University, and create a work environment
he would want to come to each day. It worked, and the two

began planning a practice to serve the local community and
bring Dr. Freeland home.
“My research showed a need for dermatologists (very
specifically) in the Southwest Grand Rapids area. We consider
ourselves an extension of the many wonderful dermatologists
and physicians here, and wanted to make it easier for local
residents to get appointments and reduce their travel time to
see a dermatologist. We’re honored to be affiliated with the
University of Michigan/Metro Health Hospital, as well as Mercy
Health. We’re in the process of joining Spectrum Health’s
provider network as well. We’re
grateful for these relationships
and consider it a privilege to
serve many of their patients
when specialized care is needed.”
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Hero Parking is available for
active military and veterans.
The 7,517 square foot (SF) office was designed not only
to reflect Dr. Freeland’s love of the University of Michigan,
but the state of Michigan as well. The Michigan-themed
design includes an upscale lake house look with crisp white
trim throughout. A wall of rocks adorns the check-in desk
inspired by Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore in Michigan’s
Upper Peninsula. There are layers of Petoskey stones to
create a beautiful backsplash at each of the patient coffee
stations, representing the state stone. The landscaping
features Eastern White Pines (Michigan’s state tree), as well
as Apple Blossoms on Honey Crisp apple trees around the
office (Michigan’s state flower). Finally, at the main entrance,
a Michigan Cherry tree greets patients as they walk in - all
keeping with the Michigan theme.

skylight in the clinical den, with transom windows to bring
in loads of natural light. You’ll also find the American flag
prominently displayed in the reception area acknowledging
Dr. Ryan’s love of this country. You’ll also find special hero
parking out front!
The office features a reception lounge, ten exam and
procedure rooms, a phone suite for nurses, a breakroom/
kitchen area and locker room for the staff. A clinical den
serves as the central hub for the doctors and staff with
a unique on-stage/off-stage design and workflow that
maximizes patient privacy as well as clinical efficiency.

Among the many beautiful architectural features in the
building are “cloud” ceilings in several rooms, and a grand
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Dr. Freeland is part of the investment group funding the
project which includes 15,890 SF total space, and over 3,300
SF in the basement. The Wolverine Dermatology office was
built for growth. The two are working to add more doctors
in the very near future, several of which will likely come from
Ryan’s connections in the military.
“We wanted this to be a really great office for our staff and
our patients. Knowing that people come to us with issues
related to their physical appearance, we wanted to create
an environment that demonstrates our desire to provide
the highest quality care. ROI Design did a phenomenal job
of helping us achieve the right look, with both comfort and
privacy.”
Dr. Freeland and Kristen were introduced to First Companies
through a close friend who does a lot of real estate
investments. They asked him for some direction regarding
who they should speak with in their search for the right space
to start their practice.
“Initially, our plan was to lease for a few years as our
practice planted its roots. First Companies took us through
some available spaces to lease as well as some of their work
at recently built medical offices. After much thought and
consideration, we decided to build.”
In designing the space, Dr. Ryan and Kristen knew they
wanted to attract and retain top talent for their team. They

were very careful to recruit the right people and business
associates to ensure the highest level of quality in every
aspect of their business.
“We wanted to create a workplace that our staff would love
coming to – even on a Monday morning! People are excited
to be here. We treat them like professionals and give them
opportunities to learn and grow as they help us care for a
growing number of patients.”
“Working with First Companies was a first-class experience!
They put a lot of thought into finding the right design
team for our project. Architect, Jon Blair at R2 Design was
a perfect fit. He brought our dream to life, creating our
building with class and functionality. Mary Witte, interior
designer at ROI Design, saw our vision from the very first
meeting. She created our space with distinct elegance and
many incredible details. We couldn’t be happier with the
level of creativity or professionalism that this team offered.
Our project manager and site superintendent stand in a
class of their own. This was yet another demonstration to
us of First Company’s superiority in their field. Everyone they
placed on our team had sound experience, was attentive
and responsive, and stayed ahead of the project every step
of the way. We had a few minor issues that arose which
were always swiftly addressed.
First Companies is like a well-oiled
machine at its finest. We would
highly recommend them!”
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